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This great value contains all the world maps you need in a budget atlas, for family, study and

business use. It offers fully revised, detailed reference maps of the world; a map of the world's

countries and physical features; an introductory section with facts on all the countries of the world,

including flags, area, population, capital city, languages, religions and currency; a map of the world

s time zones; and over 10,000 index entries."
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"Collins remains the pacesetter in the world atlas stakes." The Bookseller

Collins Maps allow you to explore the world through accurate and up-to-date mapping created

byCollins UK, a leading information-led publisher of illustrated and narrative nonfiction."

I didn't realize that this was published by a Scottish publisher and everything in this atlas is based

on European measurements and wording. Print is exceptionally small and even with a magnifying

glass, difficult to read. Some of writing is written under border markings of various countries. Larger

countries and continents are cut in portions to fit pages, which I can appreciate because

measurement of atlas is only 12.5 inch long by 9.25 in wide. Yet smaller countries/islands are kept

reduced in size. Would prefer larger book with more pages and improved content.

This a perfect World Atlas Book I was looking for. My 9-year old son loves to see maps, I have a



World Atlas by National Geographic but it weights so much and its to big for him (20x24 inches).This

Collins World Atlas book is better for him and for all of us.. With this version he finally is comfortable

using it. Quality is good and price is excellent!! I love it.

Fonts were way too small and I couldn't hardly read anything.

I know this is going to age me but they just don't make them like they used to. For less than $8 I will

use it.

Very nice, as described, would buy from again

Just what I wanted

My old atlas was falling apart. I am a traveler, so I use it a lot. This one is great and easy to use.
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